
Persistency 

The Business that $tays is the Business that Pay$ 

 

It doesn’t matter how you met your prospect (lead, referral, seminar, etc.), you invest a lot of time, 

money and effort in an attempt to attain them as your new client. You made contact with your client, 

you drove to their home using your gas while creating wear & tear on your vehicle, you invested your 

time with them, listened to their situation and concerns, presented the solution to their needs, wrote up 

the policy, submitted their application and got their policy issued. That might sound easy but we all 

know that’s not necessarily true.  

 

Folks, we invest so much and work so incredibly hard to write a single policy, it literally takes a fraction 

of the effort to ensure the policy issues and stays on the books.   And we all know that the business that 

stays (on the books) is the business that pays (a handsome residual income). So how do you ensure your 

business issues and remains on the books? How does one retain a 90%+ retention rate? You follow 

these 5 simple steps: 

 

1. Cool Down – You might have been trained to keep your rapport building under 5 minutes when 

first sitting down with your client, that’s simply not the case once you have completed 

everything before heading to your next appointment.  Think about this…if you and your spouse 

were invited over to the Johnson’s for dinner one evening, right after you polished off that 

incredible handmade pie Mrs. Johnson made earlier in the day, you and your spouse got up 

from the table, thanked them for dinner, and quickly left. Now that would be downright rude, 

wouldn’t it? 

 

Once you have your clip board set up for the next appointment, client notes and referral sheet 

put away, binder and iPad zipped up and ready to go, you set your binder aside, kick back in 

your chair a bit, and shoot the bull with you client for a little while! Do A Cool Down With Your 

Client!! Folks, your client just took out a burial plan with you, something the majority have been 

procrastinating on for years. They just committed to setting aside an average of $50 a month for 

this plan for the rest of their life, up until the day they pass away. They just gave you their social 

security number, bank account information, date of birth, mother’s maiden name, and a lot of 

other sensitive information. Take their mind off of what just happened for a few minutes and 

remind them why they liked you and did business with you in the first place. One of the things 

you can talk about in your cool down is the referrals your client listed on the Referral Form. “Tell 

me a little bit about your brother, Robert. What’s his story? Is he married? Children? Why did you 

list him on here? Have you and him talked about something like this? How’s his health? Is he still 

working? Etc. etc.” When building rapport at the beginning of the appointment, 5 minute 

maximum. Cool Down at the end of the appointment – 5 minute minimum. 

 

2. Thank You Cards – Hand written letters and thank you cards are pretty much a thing of the past. 

That’s why when your client receives a hand written thank you card a few days later, it means a 

lot to them.  



 

 When sending thank you cards, it is imperative that you get the card in the mail before 

you head out in the field the next day! Either prepare your Thank You card later that 

same night you wrote the policy or the first thing the following morning. Either way, you 

must place that Thank You card in the mail THE NEXT DAY in order to prevent buyer’s 

remorse from setting in.  

 I use a basic card with “Thank You” on the outside and blank on the inside. Here is a 

sample of what I write in every card: 

 

“Betty, 

I wanted to thank you again for the opportunity to serve as your Final Wishes Advisor 

AND for ensuring that No Immediate Burden will be left on your (son/daughter/family).  

Be sure to contact me anytime I can be of any assistance.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

Signed, name printed, and business card included” 

 

One last thing to point out is that occasionally, I will include something short and sweet 

about their dog, cat, grandchildren, food, or whatever.  

 

3. Day Before Issue Call – This step only applies to any business that is postdated. When you write 

up a policy and the initial withdraw date is more than a few days away, it is extremely important 

to follow this step to ensure your policy issues and you get paid. For example: If you wrote up a 

policy on August 15th but the first payment isn’t until September 3rd, you need to contact your 

client on September 2nd as a courtesy to them. Rule of thumb when making these calls is to do it 

AFTER 4:00pm Central Time. There are a few reasons for this: 

 This helps to remind your client their first premium is due the next day so when they get 

paid, they leave the proper amount of funds in their account for the premium to draft 

later that evening 

 By calling in the evening, the closer to their bedtime, the fresher in their mind it will be 

the following morning before they head out to pay their bills and run their errands. 

 Every once in a while you will get a client who will want to cancel when receiving this 

call. This is nothing more than last minute Buyer’s Remorse.  By calling after 4:00pm 

there is simply nothing you can do to stop the draft at that point and the majority of 

these cases, the policy still issues and remains on the books for many years. 

 

4. Issue Call – This is my favorite call to make. The day you confirm your clients’ policy issued and 

you got paid, you make this call. This is more of a congratulatory call. In this call you are 

spreading the good news that your client’s policy has officially issued and all is good in the 

world. You want to remind them of the following: 



 They will be receiving their Senior Life policy within 2 weeks from today and then 

about another week or two after that, they can expect to receive their Legacy 

Assurance Membership Kit.  

 Once they receive these packets to please open them, review them, and make sure 

everything is in good order. And if they have any questions, concerns, or changes 

that need to be made, to please contact me.  

 Don’t forget to preselect their funeral merchandise on Legacy-Assurance.com if 

they haven’t already and make sure they complete their final wishes booklet that I 

left them 

 Next premium payment due date and amount 

 I will follow up with them one last time in about a month 

 

5. One Month Follow Up – This is the phone call that takes you from the low 80’s to over a 90% 

persistency rate and will not only earn yourself a true client for life, it will also earn you a ton of 

referrals down the road. Exactly 1 month from your Issue Call, you reach back out to your client 

one final time. With this call, you are:  

 Following up with your client to ensure they received both packets 

 Ensuring the client opened and reviewed both packets for accuracy 

 Seeing if the client had any questions, concerns or corrections 

 MAKING SURE YOUR CLIENT HAS PRE-SELECTED THEIR FUNERAL MERCHANDISE AND 

STARTED WORKING ON THEIR FINAL WISHES BY COMPLETING THE BOOKLET YOU LEFT 

BEHIND 

 Reminding them when their next due date is 

 

Now, let’s process what just happened once you’ve completed these 5 simple steps: 

 In today’s world, customer service no longer exists. You can’t even be greeted by the cashier at 

the grocery store; instead, it’s you, the customer, who initiates conversation by saying, “Hi”. We 

live in an immediate gratification type of world and once someone gets what it is they want, 

they move on to bigger and more important things. When you invest a few minutes making 

small talk with your client after the sale has been made, handwrite and mail a thank you card to 

them, and reach out to them by phone 2 to 3 more times AFTER you’ve left their home….you 

just created a raving and loyal fan forever. 

 Despite the fact that Pre-Need plans rank #3 on the top 10 worst investments, Pre-Need plans 

carry an extremely high persistency rate; meaning, once that Pre-Need plan is started, most 

people do whatever they can to keep it no matter how bad or expensive it is. Why? Who wants 

to go through that morbid process of preplanning their funeral arrangements a second (or 

third) time? Forget that!  

 

If you noticed in steps 4, especially in step 5, the main premise behind these calls is to ensure 

your client follows through with pre-selecting their funeral merchandise and pre-planning their 

final arrangements in the booklet you left behind.  Most people are natural procrastinators, 



especially when it comes to sitting down and planning out their last rights. So you have to live 

up to your role as a FWA and sometimes give your client some tough love when they admit they 

haven’t started working on their Final Wishes as of yet in the One Month Follow Up call. It’s no 

different than a personal trainer giving their client some tough love when their client is not 

doing what they are supposed to be doing in order to hit their goals. The bottom line is, once 

your new client pre-selects their merchandise and completes their Final Wishes – that policy 

isn’t lapsing anytime soon! 

 Your clients now know you have their best interest at heart. They know you, like you, and trust 

you dearly. Down the road, when they have a desire to get more (increase) coverage, they will 

contact you first. Down the road when they come across other friends and family members who 

are looking for burial insurance or a burial plan, they will think of you and refer you to these 

people. *Refer to playbook chapter, Rule of 250 

 

In order to complete these 5 steps with every new client, you must be disciplined, be extremely well 

organized, and have solid time management. You now have two choices: A) Ignore this playbook chapter 

and experience low persistency, low residual income, high chargebacks and lack of referrals or B) Invest 

an additional 5 to 10 minutes in total completing these 5 steps with every new client and reap the 

benefits that follows.  


